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ENLIGHI'ENED INTERA.CriON BEIWEEN .AGRONCMY AND 
AGRIOJI.JIURAL E<X>Na.n:C:S* 

D. I. PADBERG** 

The agricultural programs at I..arrl Grant Universities are in a state of 
transition. Traditional sources of students and funding sources are unable 
to support these programs at present levels of activity. In response, we 
see efforts to identify new sources of funds and students. The thematic 
content of these efforts range from an embrace with basic science to a 
greater emphasis on applications-from gene splicing to holistic management. 
This transition is unsettling. We are invited to de-emphasize successful 
and dependable patterns to enable the development of new and unproven ones. 
Changes in our activities disturbs· our philosophic sense of where we fit 
into the grand scheme of things. As we are asked to contribute to society 
in vastly different and untried ways, we are less sure that our contribution 
is inp:>rtant or essential. 

This transition invites and tolerates a lot of introspection. The 
leadership of your learned society has asked me to speculate about ways 
Agronomists and Agricultural Economists might work together better. I 
believe this thrust comes from a growing appreciation for holistic 
management or systems analysis. Most silnply put, this refers to ways to put 
technology (pertlaps fran several disciplines) in a management context. '!his 
management context refers both to the decisions a finn :makes as well as 
policy ~decisions made to manage public enterprise. Whether or not more was 
expected, my response is developed arot.U"d this the.Ine. SUggestions coming 
from this discussion are meant to camplilnent, not substitute for wrk in the 
more basic science areas. 

'!his paper· presents a summary of the forces causing us to change and an 
assessment of how we might develop a multidisciplinary response in both 
teaching and research. 

FORCE'S CAUSING CHANGE 

Most of the discussion and analysis of the Iar.d Grant System relate to 
adapting the traditional (application-oriented) teaching-research-extension 
format to a 100dern industrial setting (Bonnen; Kohl, Shabman and Stovener; 
Knutson; Ruttan; and u.s. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment). 
Illrking in these discussions is the belief, or wish, that this traditional 
format is wo-rthy and if adapted wisely and vigorously, it will be 
appreciated and supported by an industrial society. 

It is possible that we will fin:i the success of the Iar.d Grant System 
to be a part of our American agrarian adolescence. As our economy and 

· political system grow up, the center of gravity noves away fran agrarian 
issues toward irrlustrial and post-in::lustrial issues. The agrarian sector 
programs may wither and virtually disappear (as one fin:is in other developed 
econamies) , leaving both higher education and research primarily in broad 
general institutions rather than sector-oriented ones. 

*Presented at Meeting of American Society of Agronomy, Anaheim, California 
November 1988 

**Professor and Head, Department of Agricultural Economics, Texas A&M Uni v. 



Why is the agricultural part of the !.ani Grant System under pressure at 
this time? The primal:y growth dynamics in our eoonany have cxme fran non
fann sectors for several decades. '!he followinq observations amonq other 
influences may relate to tilnirr;. 

~ i-ge o£ agriail.ture. After a brief period of ~ia durirg 
the late 1970's, the image of ~iculture has suffered with the 1~ 
1980's aqricultural depression. Enrollment in aqricultural academic 
proqrams is affected as is furxli.rq priorities for research. OVe:tproductioo 
and gcve:r::runent SUR;)Orts suggest an ove:r:tW.l. t and sick irx:lustry. 

J!'.cancBic devel.cpEnt leads to mlative dpc1 ine in tradit:imal secb:D:s. 
Econanies becane Dm"e diverse as devel.cpoeut or growth occurs. All sectors, 
especially funiamental sectors like agriculture, becxme relatively smaller. 
sector-oriented programs are Dm"e difficult to support politically. 

Rilitical t:De laga. Agrarian values and think:iD] may continue as lorg 
as a qeneratiat or Dm"e after pec:ple leave the country. The baby-boomers 
l'lC7#1 OCillin;J into leadership are our first Ul:ban/sutmi:Jan generation. 

:Rml..ic fandi.DJ crisis. Rapid ecorani.c develqment after World War II 
brouqht a period of easy growth of tax revenues. Fducatirg the ve:r:y yc:JUl'¥1 
population became a natural qrowth industry. Today we find that our 
population, our physical plant and our work rules are older and less 
cxanpetitive in the qlci)al ecorx:my. Tax revenues are harder to raise. As 
states and the federal gcvernment face great bldgetaey stress, more pmssure 
is pit an all programs. "Welfare state" proqrams for an aqinq qeneration 
are powerful cuupetitors. 

~nature o£ ·:tm:. pecpla. Mcst societies have a qeneral instin::t 
to encouraqe an adequate food S\.JA)ly as well as to nurture their peasants. 
'!he politically and economically independent, clean livinq, poor, hard 
workinq American family famers are increasirgly replaced by either CXIlplex 
businesses with assets in the multimillion-dollar r~e or professional 
people livinq in the country and operatinq part-tl.llle farms. In our 
oarxii.tiat of overprcductian, neither of these stereotypes evokes much voter 
empathy. Mcst rural :pEq)l.e are unrelated to agricu1ture. 

ou:varsity gauaaanca d;yn~Eca. In earlier times, fledqlirxJ Iand Grant 
Universities involved few pec:ple and irregular governance procedures. '1hey 
were easily and significantly 1nfluenced by extm:nal. political forces. As 
lmiversities 9rcM and matm'e, their internal gcvernance process beo=mes more 
regularized. A CDII!IImity of interest develops with its own dynamics and 
momentum •... It is much less open to external political influence. In this 
setti.n;J, aqricultural colleqes and departments within them become less 
linked to fam or rural issues. and Dm"e oriented to abstract science. 

As these and other influences are studied, a consensus is growinq that 
future political and economic events will be less encouraqinq for 
agricultural programs than ocn:iitions we have experienced aver the past few 
decades. We have already seen erosiat in financial support for teach.i.n;J, 
research and extension. Enrollment is down. There is every reason to 
believe that Dart agricultural programs, incll.ldirq agzalCIIl.Y and agricultural 
econanics, will pet be supported in the future at the present level. unless 
we can find a more useful product or service, our professions will 
experience major declines. 
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During the first two-thirds of the twentieth century, science ani 
technology experienced growth, success ani many major ac:::canplishments. The 
method of science was to focus knowledge and attention on a (frequently 
small) oanponent or piece of a_.mach.ine or system which was not working 
properly. Basic science was often used to understand problematic 
relationships ani design solutions to problems. 'Ihe i.nproved canponent was 
then added to the conventional system with the usual effect of i.nproved 
system perfonnance. 

In the 1960's John Kenneth Galbraith made the following observations: 

"Specifically, there is no way that organized krlc:Mledge can be 
brought to bear on the production of an autcmobile as a whole 
or even on the manufacture of a body or chassis. It can only 
be applied if the task is so sul:xtivided that it begins to be 
coterminous with some established area of scientific or 
engineering knowledge. 'Ihough metallurgical krlc:Mledge cannot be 
aJ;Plied to the manufacture of the whole vehicle, it can be used 
in the design of the coolin;r system· or en;Jine blcx:k. While 
krlc:Mledge of mechanical ergineerin;J cannot be brought to bear on 
the manufacture of the vehicle, it can be aJ;Plied to the 
mac::hi.nirq of the crankshaft •••• Metallurgical :kncMledge is brought 
to bear not on steel but on the characteristics of special steels 
for particular functions, ani chemistl:y nat a1 paints or plastics 
but on particular mlecular structures ani their rearran;Jement. 11 

'!here is no expression of concern relating to the process of integrating 
these improved components into the whole. '!here is no problem where one 
i.nprovement conflicts with or can::els another. 'Ihis mentality has given an 
enormous stimulus to the "reductionist" method of science. It works 'Well 
where the power of science to intelligently rearrange things is small and 
weak in relation to the systems to which it is aJ;Plied. As the power of 
science increases, the problem of simultaneity emerges. Fach chan;Je nust be 
considered in the context of other c.han;Jes ani feedbacks or side effects. 
'Ihis situation has led to the evolution of "Systems Analysis" ani "Holistic 
Management" in the last third of the twentieth oentmy. 

In this newer pattern, the reductionist science continues, but the 
context changes. Each participant has an awareness of changes or 
possibilities in other disciplines together with :kncMledge of feedbacks and 
side effects.- -As the power of science to intelligently :rearran;Je ~ 
increases, the need for un:ierst:arxiin feedbacks, side effects, simultaneous 
events in other disciplines and the general function of the system 
increases. cars evolve improved aerodynamics, smaller engines, stiffer 
tires ani improved suspension simultaneously. 'Ihe smaller en;Jines wall.d nat 
work wit.hcut the imprcved aerodynamics ani low-drag tires. 'Ihe stiff tires 
are tolerable only with improved suspension. 'Ihe selection, simu1taneoos 
developnent ani integration of components for optimal system effects has 
:mved fran a non-issue a generation ago to the center of the stage. 

If this rationale is applied to the programs of Agronomists and 
Agricultural Eoonanists, how might it work? Lets imagine that through some 
magic we were able to eliminate all jargon based barriers to cx:mmmication, 
set aside disciplinary chauvinism, and have unlimited insight! 
Unfortunately, my reaction is pri.mative ani simple. It has a c:::x:mta'l theme 
of management. The manifestations are somewhat different at different 
levels. 
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There is a large amount of turmoil in curriculum developnent within 
agricultural econcmics. I think it grows from changes in the fundamental 
vision of what we are doing. Traditionally we have set about tea.c:h.ing 
students oor specialties wi~much thcught to how or where they might use 
these skills. Farm management ani co•u•rdi.ty market~ were the early arxi 
contirnlin; specialties and others have been added •. Today, we find this 
pattem unsatisfacto:cy. Placed in the context of a b.Jsiness finn, these am 
other specialties lead to staff jobs-not line or management jobs. students 
are still interested in our specialties, bit they want them to be placed in 
the context of b.Jsiness management. 'Ihey want to be positioned to flurish 
and advance in business firms. This gives us a dual priority-business 
management ani traditia'lal agricultural economics subject matter. We are 
learning that the students prioritize b.Jsiness management higher than the 
traditia'lal subjects. 

There are many ways to deal with this dual priority. current 
developments in our department have led to the definition of an 
"agribusiness block." '!his 18 boor unit of work incll.Xies basic leanrl.rq in 
accounting, finance, leadership, marketillCJ, management, and systems 
analysis. Math, computer and basic econcllll.cs capability are prerequisit. 
We use this as a part of a B.S. in llgribusiness, bit it is also set up to be 
available to students major~ in Anilna1 SCie!Xle, Agl:ax:my or Horticulture, 
etc. Another level of the proposed B.S. in llgribusiness is the "specialty 
area. " Specialty areas could be developed to provide traditional 
agricultural subject matter (agraany, horticulture, animal science, etc.) 
in a management oriented degree. 'lherefore, this~ would allow 
puttin~ some management in traditional degree plans or putting some 
tradit~onal agricultural subject matter in a management oriented degree 
plan. 

several departments of agricultural econcmics present a "non-science" 
masters degree. These degree plans are often centered on agribusiness 
management. The flexability of these arran:.;,ements often pemit canbi.rlin;r 
trad.itia'lal subject matter with management. 

'!he folklore of agricultural econanics sugqests that agronanists asJd.n;J 
practical questions about oosts led to the early develq:ment of agricultural 
econcmics! It is, therefore, clearly not pathb~ to identify some of 
the fundamental and natural interactions between these disciplines. With 
appropriate humility, I will tty to start at the beginning and bring the 
list up to date. The common theme here is to pit aq.ronanic activities in 
tenns of dollars of oosts ani sales and learning the several reasons why 
cutcxmes dal't follC711 quite parallel to the agronanic cutcxmes. 

Maxiv• vs. q,t:.Dua Qltplt. SUperior new varieties of ccmnercial crops are 
frequently identified by comparing yields. CUltural practices are fine 
tuned to produce the highest yield possible. While the resulting data may 
provide an indication of biological potential, a ccmnercial producer would 
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never find it feas.ible to produce at maximum outp.tt. Figure 1. shows this 
arguement more precisly. consider this as an example of two genetically 
different test varieties. o-h is the level of cost for fixed ir;nlt factors 
(land, water, etc. ) • h-p represents· the sum of fixed costs am variable 
costs (nit:roc]en). 'lhis "total cost" increases linearly as units of the 
variable input are added. Varieties A am B respcni slightly differently to 
different levels of nitrogen. "However, the response curves (output in 
equilibrium prices) are both tangent to the cost line at k. 'lhis is the 
"optimal" output level because costs per unit of output are minimized. 
Total yield continues goirq up frank to 1, but this is wasteful because k-1 
m'lits of input gives cn.ly 1-a a.ttput whereas ~t would give 1-n output in 
optimal oarxiitians. 'lhe higher total yield of A as ClCIIIpBr8i to B is a false 
signal }:)ecause it does nat translate into a higher optimal. yield. 

' $ 
cost of 
:inpits 

sales of 
outp.tt 

ccst of· 
fixed 

:inpits 

0_ 

FIGURE 1. 

j 
units of variable i.nput 

(Nitrogen) 

other Prab1- of Intensive Prcductian. Higher yields may increase 
vulnerability to diseases and parasites. In cases of forage production, 
this prci)lem ~lies nat ally to the agralCIDic level of the system, but also 
to the· livestock level. It is astarl.sh.in1 hcl.tr many ways exist to "grow mre 
grass" in Texas-am how few of them are econanically feasible (Conner and 
Chamberlain, vanrasse11 am Conner) • 

Slg11.y RespcD~B. 'lhin;Js that are hard to produce terx1 to be mre expensive 
than thinc;s easy to produce. It follCMS fran this basic nature of thin;Js 
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econanic that as 111e reduce pnxiucti.on cost, va1ue (price) will decline! 
Figure 2. illustrates. In first equilibrium (SU{:ply-1), Quantity b brin:Js 
price a. When a rsw technology c::cmes alon;r, more production is brought to 
market. At the old price a, producers 'WOUld be willirg to increase supply 
by e-f, but that would drive prices down to q. The resulting new 
equilibrium (SU{:ply-2) , is the production of c outp.It at d price. 

FIGURE 2. 

$ 
price 

SUppl.y-1 
~ly-2 

0 b c 

IJ!le case of Inelastic :oe.and. Where goods are already inexpensive am in. 
large enJA)ly, the total value of a large crop may be less than the value of 
a smaller crop. This is because the lowered price necessaey to DJJVe the 
large crop into cansuaptiat adds less revenue than 1s lost when the price 
cut is taken on all units. This situatiat is illustrated in Figure 2 by 
caaparin:J the gained revenue (the rectanqle bc:hi) with the lost revenue 
(aeid). 

PJ:allcer v.s. ODuler. '!he adoption of new technology in food production 
or processi.D;J may have little affect on producers 1::1ut be very beneficial to 
consmners. In Fiqure 2, consumer gain is represented by aehd while 
producers ~ a loss (aeid-lxhi) • 

> 

'!hese arguements can be presented in many variations. 'lhe qeneral theme is 
· most important, however. It is clear that biological improvements in 

maximum yields do not translate into producer or public benefit on a ale for 
ale basis. At least three :ilrplications JmlSt be drawn fran this ·theme: 

1. 'lhere will be a need for disciplinazy am nul.tidisciplinary 
research for the forseeable future. one does not replace the 
other. Eac::h makes the ather more .inp::D:tant. 
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2. Joint work involvin;J Agronany ani Agricultural Economics can 
provide a basis for describin;J to the p.lblic the benefits of 
biological research. A great part of the glaiOOUr of the events 
currently goin;J on in biological research will never be 
translated into commercial processes because of the points 
identified above. " . 

3 • Policy corx::erni.n:J both tradi tiona! agricultural cutatLXli ties 
ani the new biotechnology must be guided by an un:ierstaniin:] of 
commercial realities. Agricultural Economics must be prepared 
to translate cha.rr;Jin;J t.ec::hnology in Agronany (or other 
disciplines) into commercial expectations as an instrument of 
policy analysis. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS/H:>LISTIC M100\GEMENl' 

'!he :peq>le ani rhetoric involved in the undergraduate and research 
patterns discussed above are usually quite different. I want to assert, 
however, that I understand the underlying cause and the fundamental 
accommodation to be very similar. In both cases, we are putting an 
analytical process within a management context. The undergraduates know 
that the management process of inp:)rtance to their career will mst likely 
be a finn ani they want to krx1.rl the way it works. OUr research, if it is 
worthy at all, probes the basic pivot points of our civilization. 'lbe 
management context here is public policy. We must be prepared to help 
society understand the practical effects of new technologies. This 
un:lerstarxiirq, or the lack of it, will guide both how the p.lblic invests in 
research ani how it uses the new technology. 

If Agraxmy ani Agricultural Economics could harmonize our efforts 
perfectly, I dalbt we oc:ul.d have the effect of revers~ the "fo:rces causin;J 
change" discussed above. OUr time in history conchtions many of the 
environmental influences aDa"J:Jst which we pursue our discipline. I do feel 
that we oc:ul.d achieve best msul.ts by working more together. At the same 
time, the ideal pattern of interaction is a constructive blend of 
disciplinary and multidisciplinary· work for both of our groups. The 
uncompromised pursuit of our science and the Dllltidimensianal pzocess of 
managin;J our plblic ani . private enterprise are both worthy objectives. 
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